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Address Doceram GmbH 
Hesslingsweg 65-67 
Postfach 12 03 61 
44309 Dortmund

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Wear resistant but fiber friendly ceramic components from Alumina and Titania - as the OEM supplier for textile machinery producers and as a spare
part supplier for textile machinery users. Our advanced ceramic materials and manufacturing techniques provide optimum friction levels and long life.
Textile products include air nozzles, applicators and a wide variety of thread guides. Our catalogue contains our standard parts as well as spare parts
for Barmag, Murata, Teijin Seiki, Scragg and others. DO CERAM offers products from ceramic, which can function effectively at temperatures up to
1,800 degree Celsius. Typical applications for these extreme heat-resistant products are automotive, aerospace and chemical industries. Cerazur for
welding applications
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